Welcommittee – Escapade 27
There’s a Welcommittee, you ask? What?! Why? Because Escapade is
only 3 days long, and we want you to get comfortable as quickly as
you can. Volunteers are on hand to help you navigate the hotel and
the con, and answer any questions to make your Escapade experience
as good as it can be.
Raine, a long-time Escapade friend and attendee, is our Welcommittee
point woman. Raine is available for questions in the consuite or via
email at welcome@escapadecon.net.

What’s served in the con suite… stays in the con suite
In recent years, hotels have made it explicitly—and financially—clear
that food we serve in private can’t show up in function space. Make
time to enjoy the snacks and sometimes entrée-style treats that other
fans have brought to share, and be sure to compliment the cooks.
Also, however, enjoy the food in the con suite. The hotel can and will
penalize us if food or drink we serve you shows up in function space.

Gameplay and Fun Stuff to Do
Opposite the Friday night party, we’ll have games like Slash: the card
game and other table-top games for folks who like less noisy
festivities. Jane Mailander created art for a coloring contest. Learn
the details in the con suite; it’s for charity! We have a spare room off
the con suite with a blu-ray player, where you can share shows or vids
with friends to your heart’s delight, in addition to Redondo, an extra
public function space for gathering friends together to chat.

Write-ins Throughout the Weekend
Many of us write. Throughout the weekend, many of us will keep
writing—morning sessions in the atrium, or over coffee or breakfast, or
in the con suite. If you’re planning to write and would like company,
be sure to post a note in the con suite, post on the Escapadecon
Twitter or Tumblr or FB accounts, and join in.

Finally, Read the Very Important Info in your Program Book
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Escapade Online (and in this program book)
https://escapadecon.net/
https://twitter.com/escapadecon
http://escapadecon.tumblr.com/
https://www.facebook.com/escapadecon/
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/Escapade-News/info

Welcome to the Convention:
Escapade 27!
For many of you, this is your
first all-fan, mostly-female,
slash-centric small con. We’re
glad to have you. Many of you
are returning for your 3rd or 5th
or 20th year, and we’re just as
glad to have you back.

The New Hotel
Walk the hotel and get oriented to the space. You registered in the con
suite (Room 431). Consider that home base for finding: friends,
answers to questions, snacks, people watching vids, raffle tickets, the
fanzine library, and information about where the rest of the con will
happen. All other function space, the atrium (where they serve full
breakfast every morning and drinks/apps early every evening), and the
pool are on the ground floor. (You’ll find a floor plan on the back of
this program book, inside every function room door, and online.)

Photo Booth!
For a lot of us these days, a thing hasn’t happened if we don’t have a
picture to prove it. We planned a photo booth this year, with a green
screen so you can take pics with friends, or have your photo taken by
pros or (pro wannabes like Charlotte).
Help yourself to props and have fun! Be sure to OPT IN when you
stop by, if you’re okay with having your pictures shared online.
Otherwise, they’ll just be for you and your friends.
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Filming and Photography
We have set up photo ops this year for attendees who would like to
participate. As always, Escapade is committed to your privacy and to
your anonymity, if you treasure that. Attendees are not permitted to
video or photograph any attendee without consent. Always ask
before taking photos of anyone. If you signed a photo or video waiver
at check-in, it's because you trust us. We take that waiver seriously
and over 27 years, we have earned your trust.
No public filming is planned for Escapade 27. The only photography
planned will be clearly marked, and sharing your image is “opt in.”
Read more about it on site, and ask any questions you like.

Your Escapade Hosts
In no particular order, the following people contribute their time in
advance to make sure Escapade happened: NakedBee, Aral, Sian,
Megan, Dail, Killa, Jo, Ken, Franzi, Kris, Charlotte, Ellie, and Misti.

Locations, Locations, Locations
See the back of the program book for a map and layout of function
space. The con suite (Room 431) opens at 9AM Friday, and remains
your source for socializing and convention resources, from meet ups
to snacks to schedule changes to games to the fanzine library.
This program book is also online at escapadecon.net/program/
The panel schedule is online at escapadecon.net/schedule/ and also
on the following pages, sorted by time and room. Note that there isn’t
one “fandom” and one “meta” room this year. Panels are scheduled
based on expected attendance size.
Escapade formal festivities include: Friday night dance party (dress-up
or cosplay welcome but not required); the Saturday night vid show
(main “quiet” room and the more casual annex); the Saturday night
“mad science after party” in the con suite; and the Dead Dog party
on Sunday afternoon.
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Our Scholarships and Donors
The Sandy Herrold and Stacy Doyle Memorial scholarships
commemorate women who helped define Escapade. The Evelyn
Scholarship supports fans who identify as non-binary or transgender.
Every year, people contribute to support other fans, equality, and/or in
the memory of our loved ones. Every year, those funds help more fans
to attend Escapade.
Scholarship funds might cover the entire cost of a con: plane tickets,
hotel costs, even meals. Or they might offer a little boost to make
attending easier. Sometimes, the break of a convention can make all
the difference in a fan’s life and we thank the donors from that
deepest, most sincere place within us.

People the Scholarships Helped
Andy, Dex, and Parlance received 2017 Escapade scholarship
support. Andy and Dex are first-time Escapade attendees. Check them
out on social media and make them welcome at the con!
Andy
AO3: archiveofourown.org/users/introductory
tumblr: getintherobot.tumblr.com/
pinboard: pinboard.in/u:introductory
Dex
AO3: archiveofourown.org/users/dexxxtrodna
tumblr: dexxxtrodna.tumblr.com
Parlance
https://www.flickr.com/people/parlance

Escapade’s Crowdfunding
If you’ve been around a while, you might have heard the con com
discuss the rising cost of hotels, or how much they hate increasing reg
fees. So for Escapade 27, we began a crowd funding campaign. We
reached 35% of our goal as of this printing, thanks to generous fans
like Luminosity and all of you who give your talent, make donations,
and share your social media space to tell others about our fundraising
effort. Look for us on Indiegogo at Escapade-27, and keep spreading
the word. We have a month left!
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THURSDAY/FRIDAY SCHEDULE

Thursday
9:00 pm
A Wake for The Legends We Lost in 2016, Bar

We lost so many cultural icons and fannish loves in 2016. Let's
get together and celebrate the lives and work of the actors,
musicians, athletes, and leaders we will miss. Come share stories
about them and about what they've meant to you.
Denise Raymond

Friday
11:00 am
Welcome to Escapade, Laguna/Malibu
This is the official launch of the convention. Come to find out
what’s new, what’s up, meet our scholarship recipients, and
vote for the Wildcard panel (details below). Do not miss it!
Charlotte C. Hill, Megan Kent

1:00 pm
due South: For Reasons That Continue To Need Exploring At This
Juncture, Laguna/Malibu
Whether long-time fen or new to this fandom, an opportunity to
give and get fanworks recs, share links to social media due
South community sites, display show-and-tell due South
memorabilia, squee about canon and about fanon. May also
include topics that are Canadian Six Degrees (AKA Six Degrees
of due South).
Denise Raymond, ride_4ever
Wildcard Panel, Marina del Rey
SOMETHING interesting always happens between the closing of
panel ballots and the first day of Escapade. We set aside this
hour to talk about the biggest "something". Bring your ideas to
the Welcome to Escapade Panel.
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2:00 pm
The Most Meta (the panel about panels), Laguna/Malibu
What do you like most about Escapade panels? What makes
them run well; when they flop, why is that? How could they run
even better? Are there aspects of other cons' panels you'd like to
see here? Or aspects of Escapade panels you'd like to see
elsewhere? Let's brainstorm how to make that happen.
Megan Kent
DC CW Arrowverse Catch All, Marina del Rey
Come by and tell us which pairing does it for you. Flarrow? Cold
Flash? Coldwave? Goldvibe? Nysara? Alex and ? This will not be
a panel where we list all the possible pairings but instead
explore which ones the panel attendees enjoy and why. Should
the twink in the skin-tight red suit be paired with a stern
vigilante or the fun-loving supervillain and why?
Tenaya
Calibre – Plugins for Fandom, Newport
Learn how to download and install fanfiction plugins to enhance
your fandom experience with Calibre. Use "Fanfiction
Downloader" to download stories from A03, FF.net, and other
archives. Want your own fandom covers? Generate Covers
plugin will automatically add fandom covers to your downloads.
Want to know the word count, relationships, reviews, kudos,
and genres a story has? If the answer is yes, come to this panel!
Amalthia (Sharon)

3:00 pm
What's new and where to find it, Laguna/Malibu
Is there a new show this year that is just the best thing ever? Is it
something from Netflix, Amazon, or maybe in an odd time slot?
Is something in the works for later this year or next that you want
people to know about? Come pimp your new fandom! Let us
know what to look for, what to pass on, and where to find it.
Tayrin
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Fannibal Pannibal, Marina del Rey
If you prefer your valentines written on broken men, your deer
with feathers and your science with sass, join your fellow
fannibals to talk about your favorite cannibals!
Jessie (iesika), Joanna (foxwrapped)
AO3 Tagging for Fun and Kudos, Newport
General overview of AO3's tagging rules. This is not "you must
do THIS," but "here's how AO3 organizes tags--so you can tag
your fic so it can be found." May include mentions of some of
the more hilarious tags that wranglers have seen; will definitely
include detail about tags that will be categorized as
"unwrangleable" and never be searchable.
elf, Nick 556

4:00 pm
SWRO: A Woman, a Rebel Operative and an Imperial Defector Walk into
a Bar, Laguna/Malibu
Rogue One: It's not your grandma's Star Wars. Let's talk
character relationships, narrative choices, and ideological shifts
in the little prequel that could.
Killa, Adrienne
Where did the sex go in our slash con?, Marina del Rey
Some days seem to pass without anyone mentioning our OTPs
bumping uglies. Why is that? Have we grown tired of it as a
subject because we’ve already explored it to death? Do you skip
over the sex scenes in the fanfic you’re reading? Has sex lost its
titillation factor? Is the fault in the characters or ourselves?
Dail
I want to read graphic novels, but I don't know where to start, Newport
Have you picked up a graphic novel or manga only to discover
you literally don't know how to read it? Dig the X-Men, MCU,
CW, & Netflix & want to pick up the books they were based on
but feel overwhelmed by the huge back catalog? This
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PowerPoint will start with how to read a comic book page (aka
"visual literacy") & end with where to find key story arcs.
Denise Raymond, Kadymae DevilC

5:00 pm
The Kids Are Not the Problem, Laguna/Malibu
In recent years, media fandom has grown enormously. It has
also scattered, spreading out to new platforms and meeting
spaces. You often hear talk about "the kids" vs. "the olds,"
Tumblr vs. LiveJournal, or the problem of recruiting and
retaining new fans. In this panel, let’s try flipping that script. If
kids are not the problem, how can we change and grow? What
awesome things are other fans doing/trying that people at
Escapade should know about? Most importantly, what strategies
can we use to leave our fannish bubbles and more fully
experience fandom in 2017?
Aral, sinead, k8
Pacific Rim: Canceling the Apocalypse Again, Marina del Rey
Pacific Rim 2 is currently filming, with an all-new cast, director,
and story. Let's talk about what we know so far and what we
think might be happening to make this something we care
about, and not another example of Sequelitis.
Raine Wynd

6:00 pm
Fandom Pictionary, Bar
Pictionary ...with fandom themes!
Denise Raymond
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8:00 pm
Friday Night Dance Party, Laguna/Malibu/Newport
Do you like vids? Do you like fans? Do you like dancing? Do
you like cosplay or dressing up or looking at other people who
might have dressed up? Do you like cake, snacks, or liquid? If
so, the party is for you. ! Join us for music, merriment, food and
drink, and maybe a little shaking of that thang.
Gaming Fun, Marina del Rey & Redondo
An alternative activity for dance night for those who might want
a break during the festivities. I'll bring the Slash card game if
others want to bring games like Cards for Humanity or whatever
you think would be interesting.
Katbear

Saturday
9:00 am
Home on the Web, Laguna/Malibu
LJ's Russian overlords have removed HTTPS support and are
moving the server activity to Russia; some say a shutdown of US
services is on the horizon. Yahoo fails to make money with
Tumblr. Dreamwidth is slow, and doesn't have media hosting.
Email lists are a hassle. Imzy, a startup, places branding
aesthetics over design usability. Where's the next place for
fandom, or should we reclaim one or more of the platforms from
the past?
glymr, elf
HP: Potter, classic and next generation, Marina del Rey
Free discussion on changes to the Harry Potter canon through
writings outside the books (Pottermore and Cursed Child), how it
has impacted fan fiction and art, and if Albus/Scorpius is really
Harry/Draco redux…
bren/glacis
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Let’s Collab! New Forms of Collective Fan Creativity , Newport
Changing technologies mean that we collaborate with each
other in ever-evolving ways when we create fic and vids. What
are the possibilities for collaborating beyond geographic
boundaries with digital technologies? How are you collaborating
with fellow writers and vidders these days? Are you interested in
finding new collaborators and new ways to connect? And are
these new forms of collaboration creating new forms of creative
fan work?
Lola, k8
10:00 am, The fax about fixits! Laguna/Malibu
If canon takes a particularly bad turn, there is always the fixit-not just "I'd like to see some slash in this", but "nope this whole
event never happened, and here's how it went instead". Come
talk about your favorite fixits in fiction, vids, and maybe even
meta--what makes a canon event cry out for a fix? What are the
best ways to fix things? Are there fixits that took on a life of their
own and became popular fanon? What canon events are
happening now or threatening to happen in future, that are
bound to call for the fixit brigade?
Megan Kent, Dorinda
Pros: It's a Holiday, Marina del Rey
Giving the Lads a break from the routine is a common story
trope. Which holidays seem to work best for fic, and why?
Kris -KrisserCI5, Cindy
How to Threesome, Newport
How do you arrange three bodies in a bed, on a couch, or up
against a wall? With the help of The Threesome Handbook
(written by Vicki Vantoch) and some poseable mannequin dolls,
let's find out!elf
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11:00 am
The Slash Book, Laguna/Malibu
Continuing on The Slash Book. What we're doing, how it's
going. What's next.
Charlotte C. Hill, Constance Penley
Sense8: Orgies and Sing-a-Longs, Marina del Rey
Sense8 general discussion panel. Let's talk our favorite moments,
our favorite ships, what we loved (and maybe what we didn't
think was so great). What are our thoughts on the latest episode
and what are our hopes for the upcoming season?
Brak, Nestra, Aral
Pegging Our Boys - An Enthusiastic Instructional, Newport
Or How To Fuck A Straight Boy With Your Own Cock. A lot of
straight men like getting fucked by their ladies. Here we will
cover how to discuss butt sex with straight boys, fondle dildos,
try on harnesses and get meta on Pegging as a slash friendly
genre.
fashes ilia

Noon
LGBTQIA+ in Slash Fandom, Laguna/Malibu
Queer fans have always been here. In a subculture often defined
as "for" straight women, what do we as fans have to say about
non-straight, non-cis, and non-conventional sexuality and
gender in fanfiction, in fandom, and in the larger culture?
Nick 556, STRANGER
Yaoi on Ice, Marina del Rey
Free discussion on new anime shows (Yuri on Ice, new D Grayman, and other offerings) and the impact on what shows are
now available with Funimation and Crunchyroll merging.
bren/glacis
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Jeopardy, Professionals style, Newport
A game for fans of the Brit TV show the Professionals. The role
of Alex Trebek will be played by Kris.
Kris -KrisserCI5

1:00 pm
MCU: Hanging Up the Shield: Where does Captain America fandom go
from here? Laguna/Malibu
Captain America: Civil War wasn't only a division between our
superhero Avengers, it also created conflict within the fandom.
Where do we go from here, while we await canon resolution in
Infinity Wars? Are we doomed to be like Steve's alter ego from
the ‘70s, Nomad, cut off from the canon of Captain America and
the Cap family, watching people drift from the fandom, or is
there still plenty of life left in them yet?
gwyneth rhys
OT3 for Me, Marina del Rey
Since this is the 27th year of Escapade - 3^3 - let's talk
threesomes. What's your favorite M/M/F trio; your favorite
M/M/M trio - and are there any good F/F/M trios? What makes a
good trio work? What trio would you love to see in fic? Are
there trios you love that include pairings you otherwise don't
like? Or a pairing that just feels incomplete without its third
person? Bring recs if you've got 'em!
Raine Wynd
Vidding 101, Newport
Have you dreamed of making a vid but just aren’t sure where to
start? We’ll go step by step, talk finding your source(s), choosing
music, finding your way with non overwhelming tech-tools,
brainstorming ideas, finding collaborators, and learning by
doing. Already a vidder? Come and help new vidders find their
way, find new collaborators, and make new ideas happen.
Lola, k8
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2:00 pm
Representation Matters, Laguna/Malibu
Some media creators are finally getting the message, while others
still murder their gays (and women, and people of color) every
chance they get, hire cis actors to play trans people, play mental
health for laughs, and worse. What should we watch? What
should we avoid? How do we, as fans, change the landscape?
Killa, devo
Star Trek Beyond: The Spock McCoy Relationship, Marina del Rey
Come help us explore the Spock and McCoy's relationship and
how it changed in Star Trek Beyond. Were they enemies before
and are now friends?
Saklani, Doctor Beth, Charlotte C. Hill
It’s Canon, but is it slash? Newport
From K.J. Charles to C.S. Pacat, professional m/m writers are
flourishing. But do these works scratch the same itch as slash?
What do we like? What do we hate? What do we want more of?
k8, aral
Grimm: Going Out With a Bang, Redondo
Grimm is in its final season. Canon is closing so fan imagination
can really run wild! Come talk about six wild seasons and what
we can do to Grimm after The End.
bren/glacis, Kris -KrisserCI5

3:00 pm
Black Jewish Superman, Laguna/Malibu
Racebending panel - what actors of color would you like to see
play your favorite characters? Which character stories would be
changed, and in what ways, if they weren't white? Is there
anything we as fans can do to get more non-white characters in
mainstream media? Will Hamilton's success have any effect on
tv/movie casting? (Title taken from an awesome tumblr thread.)
Aral, Dail
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Sherlock: Behind the doors at 221B Baker Street, Marina del Rey
How do the different centuries affect John and Sherlock's
relationship? From the repressive Victorians to the
permissiveness of 21st century London, how would the
relationship have been expressed both emotionally and
physically. In other words, what goes on behind the doors of
221B Baker Street in the 19th century and its counterpart in the
21st century.
snow, FJBryan
Fandom Dating Game, Newport
One lucky bachelorette! Three eligible fandoms! Will it be a
lifetime romance or a filthy overnight fling? Come try your luck
at the Fandom Dating Game! Gawkers, hecklers, fandom pimps,
and lonely bachelorettes welcome. (Yes, we stole this from
CON.TXT.)
Denise Raymond, Franzeska
Art Show Gallery Crawl, Catalina
Join us for a group stroll through the Art Show to talk about the
art on display. Critique and squee equally welcome!
Naked Bee

4:00 pm
Fandom vs Cheeto Voldemort, Laguna/Malibu
In the new administration, fandom is likely to face attacks that
we thought were ancient history. While fandom itself is not
likely to be targeted by legal or enforcement changes (mostly
because, even with all the new publicity, we're still pretty much
invisible to the mainstream), many of us will be facing increased
discrimination, potential loss of essential services, and
sometimes even violence. What can we do to prepare and
protect ourselves, and when we have resources and spoons,
how can we offer help and support to others?
Saklani, Evelyn a.k.a Mrs. Killa
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Capes and Cowls (Pixie boots optional), Marina del Rey
What makes a good superhero fandom? Avengers fandom
exploded; Smallville and Dark Knight were huge - many other
superhero fandoms fade into the background. What do we like
to see in super fandoms (and what media do we like them in),
what keeps us watching, what inspires lots of fic? What makes
us say "meh" and walk away from a setting we wanted to love?
kadymae devilc
Dead Fandom Museum, Newport
Time and the internet march on even as authors and archivists
move on to other things. We've all had the experience of going
back to look for an old favorite fanwork to find all links dead
and the urls of once-huge archives up for sale. Or maybe the the
author has pulled all their work and disappeared, but someone
you know has a collection of pdfs they're willing to share...
What's the best way for us to preserve older works and archives
without stepping on creator's toes? Can we anticipate and plan
for eventual fandom and platform death or die-back?
glymr, Jessie (iesika)

5:00 pm
You're Totally Welcome on my Lawn, but I Wish You Wouldn't Pee on
the Grass, Laguna/Malibu
Fandom can be a scary place. We don't always see eye to eye,
but recent fandom culture has made some people afraid to be
open and participate fully or at all. What can we do as
community to stop this bullying and foster inclusiveness for old
and new fans alike? (Title used with permission.)
Megan Kent, Michelle
ST: Quite logical: 50 years of pon farr, Marina del Rey
This year is the 50th anniversary of the first airing of Amok Time,
the delicious gift to fandom that gave us pon farr, awkward
conversations about biology, and Kirk and Spock rolling around
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in glittery sand. Let's celebrate half a century of K/S with a
discussion of the past, present and future of the fandom.
Catalena Mara, rhaegal, Dovya Blacque
We're All Going to Hell, Newport
Whether you like Hydra Trash Party or Harry Potter noncon
chan or vore from Hannibal, join us in a discussion of the fic full
of the darkest, most depraved themes fandom has discovered.
Let's skip the "why do we like this" and "is there redeeming
value" arguments and go straight into the "my fandom has the
most horrific tropes" bickering.
elf, Jessie (iesika)

6:00 pm
Peer-run Trauma support check-in, Newport
Discussion group for fans dealing with trauma in their life (RL,
not characters whom we love to traumatize). Just show up and
share. Or listen.
fashes ilia

8:00 pm
Escapade Songvid Show, Laguna/Malibu/Newport
Once upon a time, Escapade was the only place to premiere a
vid. Now, we have VividCon and that—what’s it called? The
internet? Yeah. But it’s still great to gather as fans and watch
great vids. Killa and Jo and the vid show made a great show!

10:30 pm
The After Party, Convention Suite (431)
Step into the laboratory for an alcoholic concoction and review
a program of slashy research material from fanvids to shorts to
classic TV episodes.
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Sunday
9:30 am
Escapade Art & Charity Auction, Laguna/Malibu
The art and charity auction is your last chance to see scantily
clad bodies writhing in ecstasy as they carry art through the
room. And the art is usually pretty hot, too. We can’t promise
that the auctioneer or volunteers will dress up and put on a
show, but it has happened before.
Join us after breakfast as we watch people go crazy for art, for
charity, and for raffle prizes.
Naked Bee

10:30 am
Vid Review, Marina del Rey
On Saturday night, we watched the vid show. On Sunday
morning, we talk about it. Join Rache to discuss the good, the
better, and the great of the show, including techniques and all of
the reasons Charlotte doesn’t vid anymore and never will again.
Rache

11:00 am
Shadowhunters: Malec, Newport
Yes, Val is evil, Jace and Clary aren't meant to be, Isabelle and
Simon are nice set dressing, but let's get real. It's all about the
Malec. Come discuss the yummiest canon pairing to hit the
small screen in years... Magnus and Alec!
Kris -KrisserCI5, snow
Galactic Journey: Interview with a Time Traveler (1962 edition)
Cancelled per mod request

Noon
Wank: It's Coming From Inside the Fandom, Laguna/Malibu
Whether you call it fan wank, flame wars, or just The Discourse,
fans continue to disagree about every aspect of fandom. Let’s
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gossip about the latest and greatest kerfuffles, argue about the
value of argument, and explain why everyone else’s opinion is
just plain wrong.
Nick 556
Stargate: Classic Fandom Flashback, Marina del Rey
Free discussion for Stargate fans, old and new, in all its
iterations.
bren/glacis

1:00 pm
NFAF: Non-fannish Films About Fandom, Laguna/Malibu
Recently, two different movies about fanfic have been funded on
Kickstarter: "Slash" (released on iTunes) and "Fanfic: The
Documentary" (expected out in October 2017). Are these just
another form of mostly-external commentary on fandom, like
Textual Poachers? Are they good or bad for our communities and if they're not good, is there anything we can do about them?
Franzeska
The Expanse S2: In Space No One Can Hear You Kick Ass, Marina del
Rey
S1 gave us realistic physics, an awesome battle (OMG rail gun!),
a diverse cast, and ended just as the scope of the proto-molecule
conspiracy was revealed (OMG politics!). S2 promises to open
up the can of whup-ass that is Gunny Draper. Let's squee about
what works, kvetch what doesn't, and wonder out loud where
we hope it's all going to go.
Kadymae DevilC

2:00 pm
Escapade Review, Laguna/Malibu
The last official panel of the weekend, this is your chance to
make Escapade better. Share what worked or didn't, and bring
ideas for what we can improve. Never run by a con chair (but
always attended by both), the Escapade Review seeks to capture
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the essence of the weekend to carry forward into years to
come—and to quarantine any problems so we can leave them
behind. It can be funny. It can be heartwarming. It always helps
you, the attendee, since you're the designer of this con.
Mods: TBD

4:00 pm
Dead Dog Party, Convention Suite
This is the last scheduled hang out with your new (or old) best
friends. Empty the mini-fridge in your room. Drop in, fill out a
comments form while the convention is still fresh, collect those
last contacts from people, and share that last comment that’s
been nagging you all weekend.

No dogs are harmed in the planning or
execution of this party.
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Muriel Perun
Naked Bee
Nestra
Nev Longbottom
Nick 556
Nick Adams Saturday
nikibee
Nola Frame Gray
P. Pica
Parlance
rache
Raine Wynd
revolutionaryjo

Rhaegal
ride_4ever
Rita Ractliffe (+1)
Saklani
Sally Lombrozo
Sheryl Adsit
Shoshanna
shrift
sian1359 www.awit.com
sinead
Snow
Spasticat Ali
Steven
STRANGER
Taselby
Tayrin
Tenaya
Teresa
Tina Carter
Trudi
Trudy West
Xlorp
Non-attending Members
Agnes Tomorrow
Sue ci5
Missing you/looking forward to
seeing you in 2018!
Elanor, Calysta Rose, Ken, Jo,
Nate, Delibby, Bonnie V.,
Maygra, Kandy, Koimistress,
Jinx37Kat, Leela C, Kuwdora,
Anneke, Rabbi Batd., Alanna
B., Khaleesian, and everyone
whose name we missed….
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Vidshow
Vid Name

Vidder

Fandom

Highway to Hell

astolat

Lucifer, Damien

You're So Beautiful

anoel

The Get Down

All We Do

gwyneth

Political Animals

You Are a Runner

astolat

Harry Potter

Elevator Music

k8+therobot

MCU

Play Hard

here's luck

Killjoys

Wait for It

Lola

Yuri on Ice

I Get the World

Franzeska

L.A. Confidential

Bullet in My Hand

Lithium Doll

12 Monkeys

One Woman Army

Killa

Jessica Jones

Default

kiki_miserychic

Drunk History

INTERMISSION
Hallo Spaceboy

gwyneth &
cesperanza

Captain America

Dangerous Woman

Rhaegal

Game of Thrones

Laughing With

cupidsbow

Supernatural

C'est la Something

Franzeska

Highlander

Mercy

Rhoboat

Ben-Hur (1959)

Vampire Smile

Lilly the Kid

Hannibal

The I of the Storm

Trelkez

Miracles

Edge of Glory

JM Torres

Leverage

Battle Cry

thingswithwings

Luke Cage

There Is a Light That Never
Goes Out

ohvienna

Star Wars
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V id Show Run Sheet
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V id Show Run Sheet
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